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Beekeeping has been and will continue to always be a "hands-on" activity.  Our 
goal is to give beekeepers a cost effective tool by which they can learn more 
about their bees and become better beekeepers.

Our wireless hive monitoring system seamlessly tracks vital signs of honeybee colonies to allow easy, well 
informed hive maintenance that promotes healthier honey bee populations.

Better information allows better decision making.  Wireless hive monitoring allows for a continuous real time 
flow of information, with the potential to transform how bee colonies are maintained.

Functions Features

 Monitor weight gain and loss

 Monitor temperature inside and outside hive

 Monitor humidity inside and outside hive

 Wireless sensors with replaceable 3-year 
batteries

 WiFi access to System Recorder

 No setup required

 Stores and graphs data

 Measures honey production and consumption 
throughout the year

 Provides remote access to all data

 View changes over time

 Access all data in a single place

 Easily installs in minutes.

 Reduces need for intrusive hive inspections

 Reports harmful environment conditions in hives

 Easily expandable to support multiple hives.

Benefits

 Identify under-performing hives in Spring and head off starvation in Winter

 Track and maintain hive health

 View trends

 Gives insight into steps/changes to take in the future to ensure healthier and more productive hives

 Ensure bee colonies continue to thrive to help maintain pollinator populations

 System is comprehensive, and can incorporate up to 20 different hives’ data into single server, allowing 
the tracking of entire populations on small farms.

Selling Points

 Highly efficient and effective way to augment current hive monitoring methods by incorporating modern 
technology

 Our system does more and costs less than competing brands

 Save the bees! System can pay for itself by saving entire colonies.

 Peace of mind: keepers can know exactly how their hives are doing at all times, while also comparing 
data to other hives and previous years
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